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dogIDs Reveals Holiday 2011 Special of the Week

Discounts on Nylon ScruffTag™Personalized Dog ID Collars

(PRWEB) December 06, 2011 -- dogIDs, a leading provider of personalized designer dog collars, custom dog
tags, dog beds and dog leashes, has announced its Holiday 2011 Special of the Week: Nylon ScruffTag
Personalized Dog ID Collars. These new patented dog IDs have quickly become a customer favorite amongst
the company’s vast array of personalized dog ID collars.

These adjustable, heavy duty yet silky smooth nylon webbing collars feature a personalized nameplate and side
release buckle. Additionally, the collars are the perfect combination of safety and style: The side release
military grade plastic buckle makes it extremely easy to take the collar on and off. The personalized nameplate
offers owners the security of knowing their dog has proper identification at all times. The nameplate is
contoured to fit the curvature of a dog’s scruff.

Introduced earlier this fall, the Nylon ScruffTag Personalized Dog ID Collars have become top sellers for a
number of reasons, including their high quality and wide array of vibrant color choices. Additionally, owners
report that they like that dogs can’t chew off the ID tag and that there are no “jingly” or noisy tags.

As a ScruffTagCollar, the collar’s personalized nameplate sits perfectly – and comfortably – on the back of a
dog’s neck at all times for easy identification. The adjustable sliding nameplate has a locking slider on each side
to ensure the nameplate stays in the desired position.

“Week after week, the Nylon ScruffTag Personalized Dog ID Collars remain at the top of our ‘Top Sellers’ list,”
says Clint Howitz, pack leader and president of dogIDs. “The collar makes a great gift, and with a matching
nylon lease, you can’t go wrong!”

These handmade dog collars – made in the USA of colorfast, double braid webbing material – are available in
14 vibrant colors, as are the matching leashes. The personalized dog ID collars are available in five sizes, and
the dog leashes are available in four. Strong yet comfortable, the collars feature a corrosion-resistant brass
buckle and D-ring as well as an anodized aluminum ID name plate for engraving. dogIDs’ personalization
process utilizes laser engraving that is guaranteed for the life of the dog. Up to five lines of information, with a
choice of 14 font styles, can be engraved on the collar’s nameplate.

QR Code ScruffTags that take advantage of today’s smartphone technology are also available. The ID collars
include a unique web address and engraved QR code, the latter which can be scanned with any smartphone,
including iPhone, Android, BlackBerry, Microsoft Windows Mobile and more.

Additionally, dogIDs is offering Secret Santa Specials that enable customers to save more than 20 percent on
select products and gift packages, including dog boots, sweaters, outdoor dog bundle packages, and playful dog
bundle packages. Customers can join the dogIDs newsletter list and receive an additional 10 percent off.
dogIDs offers flat-rate shipping of $2.95 for pet ID tags and $6.95 for all other products.

About dogIDs
Since 1999, dogIDs has been producing personalized dog collars, custom dog tags and unique pet ID tags. In
addition to its wide selection of handmade designer dog tags, the company also offers other distinctive dog
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accessories, including custom leather dog collars, embroidered dog collars, designer dog collars, dog leashes,
dog harnesses, dog apparel, dog beds, dog safety and health products, electronic bark collars, electronic dog
training collars and many more high-quality accessories for dogs. Visit www.dogIDs.com or call 800-720-
TAGS (8247) for more information.
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Contact Information
Clint Howitz
DogIDs
http://www.dogids.com
701.277.4939

Dustin Hodgson
DogIDs
http://www.dogids.com
701.640.0044

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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